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Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company specializing in graphics,
marketing, digital printing and mail services housed in one location. Partnering
with medium to large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of solutions supports our
clients in achieving their goals.

We want to hear from you!
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on recent news,
effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam also wants to showcase
your company and its services. We invite you to send us an article about you or
your services to be considered for inclusion in our next gam/mag. This could focus
on something new and exciting about your company or a summary article telling
us all about you that we can share with the gam family. As you continue to get
to know us better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your article today to
info@gamweregood.com.
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BUSINESS NEWS

What skills do the new up-and-coming
software developers really need?

“You can only grow
if you’re willing to
feel awkward and
uncomfortable
when you try
something new.”
Brian Tracy,
well known advisor
in business and
personal subjects

T

he CEO of one startup says it wasn’t that
hard to find investors to finance his new
venture but finding software developers was
something else. Not only are they an incredibly
hot commodity, but a startup has to compete
for them with companies, like Google and
Facebook, that offer extraordinary salaries.

“a lifestyle of low authority and high
responsibility. Each developer sees his work
changing the product on a daily basis”
How does Daniel Gelernter, CEO of startup
Dittach, draw new developers? One way is
to offer generous stock grants, but their best
feature is a lifestyle of low authority and high
responsibility. Each developer sees his work
changing the product on a daily basis, says
Gelernter.
He looks for people who have a long-term
love of coding, people who taught themselves
how to code in high school and still can’t get
enough of it. To find new developer prospects,
he’s unlikely to look for a new degree in
computer science. University courses are
behind in new developments, he says, because
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the field changes every 10 minutes. Major
colleges don’t have a course in iPhone or
Android development, for example, and they
can’t make a good developer in one term.
So if a college graduate has the coding skills
startups need, he most likely learned them on
his own, in between problem sets. Gelernter
says his lead developer didn’t graduate, and
neither did his second main developer.
Rather than ask $100,000 for a four-year
degree, schools should teach students skills that
startups are desperate for and that universities
don’t care much about, the CEO says.

Who’s bolstering the economy?
American consumers are moving the
economy away from a global slowdown.
Retailers and restaurants have recovered
after a slow start to the year. Households
have been enjoying cheaper imports,
thanks to a struggling dollar, and they
have fatter wallets, thanks to low gasoline
prices. Economists at Barclays expect the
consumer to remain the dominant force
behind U.S. economic growth.

BUSINESS NEWS

A positive mood on spending and
purple squirrels

I

n spite of turbulence around
the globe and uncertainty
about presidential prospects,
Americans are in a more positive
mood. That puts employers in a
more positive mood.

“Retailers and delivery firms
are struggling to fill jobs
amid fat expansion and
low unemployment”
Sales at retailers showed
a 2.2 percent monthly gain
in August, the Commerce
Department reports, leading
to higher expectations for the
third quarter and indicative of a
predicted banner holiday season.
In the August report, the last one available at this time, the bulk of increased
spending was for big-ticket items such as cars and kitchen appliances.
Solid wage progress and increases in hiring are partly responsible for
consumer confidence. Retailers and delivery firms are struggling to fill jobs
amid fat expansion and low unemployment. Online companies have filled
their warehouses and distribution centers across the country to get their
online orders to customers faster. Employers are slashing the time it takes to
bring in new workers. Recruiters say they look for “purple squirrels,” workers
with hard-to-find combinations of skills and experience.
What make this holiday season special is a combination of factors including
incomes, confidence and discretionary spending power. Walt Disney’s “Star
Wars” movie is seen spurring an even bigger toy-sales bonanza than its
“Frozen” movie. That’s discretionary spending in action.

Pay may be high but tech workers aren’t that happy

A recent survey by app maker TINYpulse contained interviews of former
tech workers at 500 of their clients’ tech and nontech firms. It shows that
5,000 developers, engineers and IT specialists they interviewed aren’t as
happy with their jobs as plumbers, architects and public school teachers.
Only 36 percent saw an opportunity for professional growth, compared
with 50 percent of other workers. Reported in a New York Times article,
their responses were somewhat similar when asked these questions: “Has
your supervisor recognized your work?” “Can you recite your company’s
mission and values?” And, “Do you have a high-quality relationship with
your co-workers?”

Worker shortages delay
construction and
new home projects

Following the real estate crash of the
2000s, new-home construction came to a
near stand-still. Skilled tradesmen had to
look at other industries for work. Many
became truck drivers, factory workers
or roughnecks in the
booming oil industry.
Most have rearranged
their lives and
aren’t going back to
construction.
A survey by
Associated General
Contractors shows
that 86 percent of
commercial builders
said they’re having
trouble filling hourly
and salaried positions.
About 70 percent
of home builders
reported a shortage
of carpenters.
The worker
shortage has pushed
up labor costs for
construction workers
by 2.6 percent, according to the Labor
Department. Pay hikes are significantly
higher for specialists such as plumbers
and electricians.
New-home inventories for move-up
buyers have been crimped, causing a
domino effect that has curtailed supplies
of existing homes for first-time buyers.
Prices have been nudged up.
Quoted in USA Today, Kent Conine,
owner of Conine Residential Group in
Dallas, says it now takes eight months
to complete a new home instead of six
months because of worker shortages.
Competition for workers is so intense
that rivals routinely poach his workers
by offering small increases in pay.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Americans are reading more books . . .
on their smartphones

“If you do what
you’ve always done,
you’ll get what you’ve
always gotten.”
Tony Robbins,
self-development
author and speaker

S

ince digital readers were introduced in
the1990s, the digital-reading revolution
has turned the publishing world upside
down. This year, surprisingly, it’s not the
e-reader that will be driving book sales. It’s
the smartphone.
Phone users have discovered the
convenience of reading a book with one hand,
viewing snips of the book as they go. Just a
line or two of a book fit on the phone screen.
Industry analysts doubted at first if reading
in small gulps would be satisfying. Today
there are no doubts. Publishers now say the
future of digital reading is on the phone.
Tablets like the iPad and the Kindle Fire are
the most popular platforms for digital books
for now. But the percentage of e-book buyers
who read mainly on tablets was 41 percent
recently, a decline from 44 percent in 2014.
In a Nielsen survey of 2,000 people in
December 2014, about 54 percent of e-book
buyers said they used smartphones to read
their books at least some of the time. That’s up
from 24 percent in 2012.
For city commuters, this is a no brainer. If
you’re standing in a line or riding on a train
or bus, you may not have an e-reader there.
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But if you are among the 64 percent of adults
who own a smartphone, you probably have
it with you.
Smartphone devices now sync books from
device to device, according to the Wall Street
Journal. A book begun on a phone can be
finished in the evening on an e-reader.

Getting home for the holidays

About 46 million people traveled 50 miles
or more for last year’s Thanksgiving Day,
according to the AAA. It was the highest
number since 2007. Thanksgiving always
draws more travelers than any other
holiday. Christmas is usually the runner
up with a few million fewer (actually 41
million last year). With a better economic
picture and low gas prices, 2015 is
expected to bring the highest number of
Christmas travelers on record and could
surpass last year’s Thanksgiving figures.
Since the statistics start with travelers
going 50 miles, most of them will be going
by car. Barring the big snow storms and
exceptionally icy streets that will keep
them at home, many will make a drive of
up to 300 miles to get home for Christmas.

BUSINESS NEWS

The best time to work on
your self-review

T

he senior vice president of the
Society for Human Resource
Management, Deb Cohen,
says the self-review is “a great
opportunity for anybody to
toot their own horn, but in a
reasonable and respectful way.”
You may think your
contributions are self-evident, says
John Bremen, Managing Director
of Towers Watson, a global
human resources consulting firm. But usually there’s no one
better able to speak up for you than yourself. Managers have
a lot of people who report to them and they can’t remember
every detail of what everyone’s done.
A self-review should be kept the year around. It should
recall all that you’ve achieved. Keep a file where you can
note accolades, training and even times when you have gone
out of your way to help a colleague throughout the year.
Paul McDonald, senior executive director of Robert Half,
a staffing organization, recommends including any note
or letter from your supervisor or a copy of any publication
where you are mentioned. And numbers are good to
include in your review, such as how you exceeded a goal.
Cohen says you shouldn’t wait to do it until your
performance review is scheduled. Take time to write it
and add to it all year. Look, it over a few days before your
performance review. You will find points you forgot.
A Towers Watson survey earlier this year shows that top
workers receive raises of 4.6 percent, but average workers
receive two percent less.

Obamacare penalties to increase

The penalty for not having health insurance is already
high. If you didn’t have insurance this year, the cost at tax
time will be $325 per adult and $162.50 per child under
age 18. There is a total family maximum of $975, or two
percent of your annual household income, whichever is
higher. For 2016, the penalty will rise again, according to
Kimberly Lankford at Kiplinger.com. The penalty jumps
to $695 per adult and $347 per child, or 2.5 percent of
annual household income, whichever is higher. Experts
say the year 2016 may be the “tipping point” at which
your money is better spent on a policy than on a penalty.

Book Review:

When robots do everything,
what will humans do?
Robots can already do a lot. More than you know. More
than you might think. As technology hurtles forward,
what will be the role of humans?
In “Humans are Underrated: What High Achievers
Know That Brilliant Machines Never Will,” Colvin writes
that humanity or humaness will be exactly what the
future needs.
The human abilities to
interact with others will be the
missing ingredient in a world
where robots can do so much.
Colvin asks a challenging
question: What are the jobs
or activities that humans
demand that other humans
do? The answer might be
collaboration, Colvin suggests.
Understanding the nuances
of the world, the subtleties of
society, requires humans who
can work and learn in teams.
Allan Murray, the editor
of Fortune, says these questions reflect the broad skill
sets that Colvin says will define the role of humans in a
hypertech workplace.
• We must work together in groups because we keep
changing our perception of what the problem is and
what the goals should be.
• We want to work with people to solve problems, tell
them stories and hear stories from them, and create
new ideas.
• The most effective groups have members who have
deeply human abilities, empathy above all, social
sensitivity and the ability to build relationships.
• We want to follow human leaders and negotiate
agreements with a person, hearing his voice. To be
able to look into someone’s eyes can often be the key
to high-value work.
“Humans are Underrated: What High Achievers Know
that Brilliant Machines Never Will” by Geoff Colvin,
Penguin Random House.
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YOUR FINANCES

Bi-weekly mortgage payments build savings

“Sometimes it is
better to be kind than
to be right. We don’t
need an intelligent
mind that speaks,
but a patient heart
that listens.”
Unknown

P

eople normally pay their mortgages once
a month. But there are advantages to
breaking the payment in two and making
it twice a month. Bi-weekly payments save
money over the life of the loan because
the schedule results in the equivalent of 13
monthly payments instead of 12.
Before setting up the bi-weekly schedule,
Jack Guttentag, Professor Emeritus of
Finance at the Wharton School at the
University of Pennsylvania, recommends
asking whether the payment will be credited
to the principle when it is received. Some
lenders apply all payments on the monthly
schedule once a month, which wouldn’t
save anything.
On a $500,000 mortgage with monthly
payments of $2,439.26, a bi-weekly payment
applied when received would save $61,091.57
over the life of a 30-year mortgage. And
the mortgage would be paid off in 26 years.
Paying $609.82 weeky would result in $2,000
more per year in savings.
To save on fees to set up a bi-weekly plan,
you can just do it yourself. Or you could
divide the monthly payment by 12 and add
the extra amount to the principle with each
monthly payment.
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Before making a commitment to any more
frequent payment plan, be sure to consider
your full financial picture and what else
could be done with the money. Because many
mortgage interest rates are about four percent,
you could conclude that you would make
more on investments instead of paying extra
on your mortgage.

Fast-food’s app users
will buy more, eat more

Restaurants have discovered that customers
will order more food from their cellphones.
They don’t mind asking for extras either,
like extra cheese, because the person on the
other end can’t judge them to be gluttons.
At that point, who cares? When Taco
Bell set up its ordering app, they thought
it would speed service and cut down on
wrong orders. What they didn’t know was
how much food Americans order when
they’re on their smartphones. They even
order steak. Their LiveMas app has been
downloaded three million times by now and
customer orders average about 20 percent
more than when made in person, according
to Bloomberg Businessweek.

YOUR FINANCES

Consider the cost of those free
convenience checks

Delaying a down payment
through a lease-purchase

O

pen your credit card bill and there’s a good
chance you’ll find a few “convenience
checks.” It’s tempting to use one, but if you
do, it’ll cost you more than you think. They’re
actually a form of a cash advance. A survey by
CreditCards.com shows that advances come
with a card’s highest fees and interest rates.

“Unlike regular purchases, the interest
starts accruing right after the transaction”
Almost all of the cards reviewed start with a
fee of five percent or $10, whichever is more.
Unlike regular purchases, the interest starts
accruing right after the transaction. And the
average interest rate on cash advances is 24
percent. A typical $1,000 cash advance would cost an extra $69 even if it’s paid
off in 30 days. That includes $50 for the five percent fee plus $19 in interest. A
regular $1,000 credit card purchase would not accrue interest if paid off within
the same month-long period.
Other transactions that may be considered cash advances are money orders,
wire orders, wire transfers and lottery tickets.
On the other hand, if a cash advance is absolutely necessary, the convenience
checks would cost less than a payday loan or even overdraft fees. “When an
emergency occurs or when times get tough, cash advances can be the best
of some really bad options,” says Matt Schultz, senior industry analyst for
CreditCards.com. “If you take one, it’s incredibly important to pay it off as
soon as possible because the math can work against you quickly,” says Schultz.
He also emphasizes that under normal circumstances, convenience checks
should be avoided.

Housing shares back up the economy and Wall Street
Worldwide, stock markets have been pounded because global growth
seemed to be hitting the skids. Investors, however, feel the damage is repairable because core areas of the U.S. economy, including the housing sector
and related industries, are on solid footing. The $2.1 billion SPDR S&P
Homebuilders Exchange-Traded Fund, which tracks shares of companies ranging from home builders to mattress makers, is up 9.2 percent this
year. Selling prices for the fund decreased slightly but not as much as other
stocks. “The housing sector has been showing strength when the rest of the
market appears to be breaking down,” says Craig Hodges, portfolio manager
of the $2 billion Hodges Small Cap Fund. The trend marks a reversal from
the last S&P 500 correction in 2011, when housing stocks trailed the broader market for the year.

Jumbo mortgage buyers sometimes
don’t start out with a jumbo loan in mind.
It’s just that sometimes the perfect home
in the perfect neighborhood is worth the
price. Problem is that some buyers don’t
have the down payment immediately for
a jumbo loan, which is
usually about $417,000
or more, depending on
the location.
But lack of down
payment cash doesn’t
have to stand in the way
of a purchase. A leaseto-buy arrangement
can give buyers some
breathing room to move
around investments
and gather the down
payment. Buyers can
sign a lease for two or
more years and lock
in the purchase price.
Here’s how it works:
The renters agree to a lease option that
allows them to either buy or walk away
from the property when the lease expires.
Instead of a down payment, they pay
a deposit that’s usually 2 percent to 2.5
percent of the property’s market value.
The deposit will be credited toward the
down payment if the home is purchased,
but if the renter decides not to buy the
seller keeps the deposit.
Sellers can ask a high monthly lease.
Buyers might specify that a portion of
the rent money goes to the down
payment. The lease will specify terms of
the future sale. They should be designed
so a seller can’t block the attempt to buy
if the buyer wants to go ahead, which
avoids negotiations later. Whatever
arrangement buyer and seller make, the
mortgage lender will spell out the terms
in the contract.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Ketamine: an old stand-by offers a
new promise for curing major depression

“Thinking will not
overcome fear but
action will.”
W. Clement Stone,
philanthropist and
businessman

etamine was developed in 1962 as a fastacting anesthetic and is still widely used in
operating rooms and for pain management.
By the 1970s, it became a recreational drug,
and in 1999 the U.S. Drug Enforcement
Administration called it a Schedule III
controlled substance, alongside testosterone
and anabolic steroids, meaning its use has a
low potential for physical or psychological
dependence.

K

went into remission. Ketamine produces
changes in the brain, reversing neural damage
caused by stress and depression.

How does it work?

How to start treatment

About that same time, researchers at Yale,
including Dennis Charney, stumbled upon
its use as a mood stabilizer. When depressed
patients suddenly felt better, the scientists
were surprised. Later, Charney, who now
worked for the Institutes of Health, began a
new study. The doctors could hardly believe
that patients who were not helped by six
antidepressants, or even shock therapy, could
get better in a few hours.

Patients have to show post-traumatic stress,
an indication of childhood trauma, or pain,
fear, anxiety, low self-esteem or bullying, real
or perceived. Patients sit in easy chairs during
the gradual infusion. They may experience
sensations such as seeing colors or patterns,
or they may feel like they are floating above
the chair.

Husseini Manji, one of Charney’s coauthors, found that within a day of getting
one Ketamine infusion, 70 percent of subjects
Page 10 • gam|mag November 2015

Because Ketamine is a generic drug, its
makers get very little profit from it. Drug
companies are now spending huge sums to
develop patentable forms. There are a number
of Ketamine clinics across the country, but
doctors and entrepreneurs are planning to
open hundreds of them in coming years.

Because Ketamine is an off-label use for
depression, insurers may not cover it. The
treatments and follow-ups could cost as much
as $3,000 or more, but some charge just $525
to get started.

S TAY I N G W E L L

New nonsurgical help offers relief
for common foot pain

Have protein with
every meal: it’s easy

t’s good to know that an estimated 90
percent of foot pain can be successfully
treated without surgery. At the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minn., Norman Turner, an
orthopedic surgeon, says people come in
asking for surgery because they think it will be
a quick fix. In most cases, however, surgery for
foot pain caused by bunions, plantar fasciitis,
hammertoes and or pain in the ball of the foot
requires a recovery time that’s about the same
as nonsurgical treatment. But surgery could
require you to spend weeks on the couch.

You don’t need a wizard’s magic wand
to have meals that keep your muscles
strong, fight off infection and boost
your metabolism. Protein does it all.
Meat and poultry are full of protein, but
some cuts are loaded with saturated fat
and cholesterol. Americans should try
to get 45 to 55 grams of protein a day.

I

Doctors at the Nonsurgical Foot and
Ankle Service in New York begin treatment
by prescribing wider shoes for bunion treatment and custom made insoles to
relieve pressure on the bunion. They also give the patient anti-inflammatory
medicine and shock treatment. It takes six months to be fully healed, but one
can continue normal activities, like dog walking and taking pilates classes.
Shock wave therapy (extracorporeal pulse activation, or EPAT) is popular
in sports medicine and is now often used for plantar fasciitis, tendonitis and
shin splints. The doctor applies gel to the area, massages it with a wand like
device that delivers acoustic pressure to the area and stimulates blood flow
to accelerate healing of injured tissues. Nonsurgical treatments may also be
preferred because surgical procedures don’t last forever. Ankle replacements
can wear out, for example, and bunions can reappear years later.
Doctors say foot ailments are more common today because people stay
physically active later in life and because some are overweight.

Study: Chemo won’t help end-stage cancer patients

Families want something, maybe chemo therapy, for their family member
who has terminal cancer. A new study now shows that half of cancer patients
received chemo, which causes grueling side effects, in their final months,
even though it had no chance of curing them or making them feel better.
Study co-author Holly Prigerson, co-director of the Center for Research
on End-of-Life Care at Weill Cornell Medical College in New York, says
that for the healthiest end-of-life patients, quality of life actually got worse
after chemo. The study was published in JAMA Oncology and included only
people expected to live six months or less. Cancer specialists may prescribe
chemo because they assume a patient has nothing to lose and may feel better.
Prigerson’s study overturns that assumption. She says that in people with endstage cancer, they found no positive outcome to chemotherapy. A growing
number of hospitals offer palliative care, a better choice, that focuses on
relieving symptoms and supporting patients and their families. Sometimes
in-home hospice care is more comfortable for patients.

• S eafood: Substitute
it for meat twice a
week. It’s convenient
to keep canned fish
and frozen filets on
hand. Serve salmon
or shrimp for special
occasions.
• E ggs: They have
all the protein
components you
need. The Mayo
Clinic recommends
putting a poached
egg on a salad or
toast for a meal. Hard
boiled eggs are a
great snack.
•D
 airy: Low-fat milk
provides calcium and vitamin D, but
also packs a protein punch. Also try
Greek yogurt with fruit or spread ricotta
cheese on toast and cover with fruit.
•B
 eans, peas and tofu: Dried, canned
or frozen beans are an inexpensive
protein option. They have the added
bonus of fiber and high levels of
antioxidants. Add beans or peas to
salads, pastas, soups and casseroles.
Tofu can be added to the same foods
or to scrambled eggs.
•N
 uts and seeds: A handful of unsalted,
roasted nuts is a healthy serving of
protein. Spread nut butters on crackers
or toast for a protein-filled snack. Or
have a peanut butter sandwich.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Commuters who walk or take public
transportation are likely to lose weight

“How far you go
in life depends on
your being tender
with the young,
compassionate
with the aged,
sympathetic with
the striving and
tolerant of the weak
and strong. Because
someday in your life,
you will have been
all of these.”
George Washington
Carver, American
scientist and
inventor

I

t’s a hidden perk of commuting to work.
A 15-minute walk to work and back, or
a 15-minute walk to a light-rail station
doesn’t sound like much of a workout. But it
could help millions of people meet exercise
guidelines and get fitter without going to the
gym. Commuters who switch from driving to
walking, cycling or public transportation lose
an average of a pound a year, according to a
study in the U.K.
A study of people in U.S. metro areas,
published in the online journal PLOS, found
an association between not driving to work
and a lower body-mass index. Researchers
say commuting helps people keep weight
off once they lose it, which is important to
note because people who diet to lose weight
eventually regain the pounds.
Many could lose more. A study by
Charlotte, N.C.’s light rail system found that
those starting to commute lost an average of
6.5 pounds in a year and a half. Interviews
of New York City commuters show they lost
about six pounds a year.
Leaving the car at home, even if they drive
alone, takes about 25 minutes a day, on
average, which can be difficult for busy people
who are hurrying to get home and prepare
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dinner. It’s one reason why an average of 76
percent of commuters drive to work, and just
three percent on average, use mass transit.
Still, most people don’t go to the gym at all,
and walking can make a person feel good and
get fit. It fights stress and puts work problems
aside. If they get home 12 or 13 minutes later
than usual, they are ready to cook dinner and
enjoy their families more than if they were
still stressed out.

Stay strong with vitamin D

Doctors at the University of California,
Berkeley, say vitamin D may help reduce
age-related muscle loss. In a clinical
trial recently reported in Osteoporosis
International, 160 postmenopausal
Brazilian women, ages 50 to 65, took 1,000
IU vitamin D capsules or a placebo. After
nine months, those taking the vitamin
experienced a significant increase in leg
muscle strength compared to the placebo
group. They lost less lean body mass,
muscle and bone. The women initially
had relatively low blood levels of vitamin
D. Most people lose muscle after age 50,
typically one to two percent a year.

OF INTEREST

National Cliche Day, old cliches
deserve attention

Observing Veterans Day

P

In the United States, Veterans Day falls
on November 11th each year. This day
is the anniversary of the signing of the
armistice, which ended the World War I
hostilities between the Allied nations and
Germany in 1918. The day is intended to
honor and thank all military personnel
who served the United States in all wars,
particularly living veterans. It is marked
by parades and church services. The
American flag is hung at half-mast.

our the “scandal-broth” and we’ll sit
down and finger the “peck sniffs,”
even though it is like “shoeing a
goose.” Did you get that? If this were
1700, you would understand it perfectly.
These were the popular cliches of their
time, long out of use and mind, but
rather colorful even today.

“Cliches of old, like oaths, tend to
sound colorful to the modern ear”

History of Veterans Day

“Scandal-broth” – or tea – could
well be today’s coffee. “Peck sniff ” is a
hypocrite, and it’s popular to find them
today, although it is largely just wasted effort. Kind of like “shoeing a goose.”
Cliches of old, like oaths, tend to sound colorful to the modern ear. The
“devil’s tattoo” is the sound familiar to everyone: Drumming ones fingers on
the table. “Tattoo” is a military drum beat, not a design on skin.
Today we don’t really use a cliche for snoring, but 200 years ago snoring
was called “driving pigs.” And who doesn’t know a person with their “head
full of bees”? According to every user of Facebook, stupid people are
everywhere.
Other cliches are still in use, even though they were popular in John
Heywood’s “1546 Book of Proverbs.” Ideas like: Nose to the grindstone; Look
before you leap; Hair of the dog; Nothing ventured, nothing gained. Cliches
like these, and many more, have traveled at least 500 years through time to
the modern age.
Read more about old, and sometimes salty, cliches on businessballs.com.

Be a quitter: join the Great American Smokeout
The idea for the Great American Smokeout grew from a 1970 event in
Randolph, Massachusetts, at which Arthur P. Mullaney asked people
to give up cigarettes for a day and donate that money to a high school
scholarship fund. Nearly one million California smokers quit on the
first event. In 1974, Lynn R. Smith, a newspaper editor in Minnesota,
spearheaded the state’s first D-Day, or Don’t Smoke Day. The idea caught
on, and on November 18, 1976, the California Division of the American
Cancer Society got nearly one million smokers to quit for the day. That
event marked the first Great American Smokeout, and the Cancer
Society took the program nationwide in 1977. Since then, smoking has
become socially unacceptable in virtually all public life. Even so, smoking
is still responsible for nearly one in three cancer deaths and one in five
deaths from all causes.

On the 11th hour of the 11th day of
the 11th month of 1918 the armistice
between Germany and the Allied nations
came into effect. Armistice Day was
commemorated for the first time in
1919. President Wilson proclaimed the
day should be “filled with solemn pride
in the heroism of those who died in the
country’s service and with gratitude for
the victory.” There were parades, public
meetings and a brief suspension of
business activities at 11 am.
In 1926, the United States Congress
officially recognized the end of World War
I and declared that the anniversary of the
armistice should be commemorated with
prayer and thanksgiving. The Congress
also requested that the president should
“issue a proclamation calling upon
officials to display the flag of the United
States on all government buildings on
November 11th and inviting the people to
observe the day in schools and churches,
or other suitable places.”
A few years later, World War II
required the largest mobilization of
service people in the history of the
United States, and American forces
had also fought in Korea. Congress
changed the name of the day from
Armistice Day to Veterans Day.
November 11 became a day to honor
all American veterans, where ever and
whenever they had served.
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November is National Adoption Month

“Remember God’s
bounty in the year.
String the pearls of
His favor. Hide the
dark parts, except
so far as they are
breaking out in light!
Give this one day
to thanks, to joy, to
gratitude!”
Henry Ward
Beecher,
American clergyman
and social reformer

N

ational Adoption Month is a collective
effort to raise awareness of thousands of
children who are in foster care. They hope
for and wait for a loving family to choose
them. In 2014, more than 4,500 children in
foster care were adopted by forever families in
the month of November. Foster children have
stiff competition from newborns, which many
individuals and couples want.
This year, more than a million pregnant
American women are deciding whether to
give their child a better chance in life through
adoption. Some are employed single mothers
who are struggling to raise their first child.
They could make the wise decision to choose
a set of parents to adopt the coming child
so he or she can have a life with greater
advantages.

There are three types of adoption:
• C losed adoption, where the mother’s
identity is not revealed.
• S emi-open adoption, where the parents and
the natural parent will be known to each
other and may keep in contact if they
choose to do so.
•O
 pen adoption in which members of the
adopting family and members of natural
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parent’s family can know each other and
have as much contact as each one cares to
have. Children of adopting parents may
form friendships with a step brother and
sister in the natural parent’s family.

The secret to finding an
up-and-coming neighborhood

Home buyers may have a list of musthaves and want-to-haves when they
choose a home. One factor that should
be considered is the home’s possible price
appreciation in years to come. If you can
find a home that’s in an up-and-coming
neighborhood, its value will rise in the
future. One way to tell: Starbucks. If the
property is in an area with a Starbucks, it’s
a good indication that property values will
rise. Starbucks has already sent its analysts
and geographic experts to evaluate the
next hot neighborhood. They have already
considered traffic patterns and types of
businesses in the area. Having a nice coffee
shop within a quarter mile has proved to
be one of the strongest and most reliable
indications of appreciating home prices,
say experts in Bottom Line Personal.

OF INTEREST

When you cheer for your kids, always
cheer the polite way

M

aybe you’ve seen how pampered
kids react on the ballfield or on the
basketball court. For example: when
the high school team lost an important
game, one player dropped to the floor, laid
down and cried. His mother came rushing
out of the stand to comfort him, then she
helped him to the locker room.

“Coaches say it’s best for parents to
set aside emotions and ego”
He was a good player and was offered
college scholarships, but he changed
schools three times because he thought he
wasn’t appreciated enough. He never did
finish college.
Watching a child struggle can unleash parents’ competitiveness or rekindle
the pride they felt playing in their youth. Coaches say it’s best for parents to
set aside emotions and ego, watch the game and avoid shouting criticisms and
instructions from the sidelines.
The Wall Street Journal’s home and family advisor, Sue Shellenbarger, says
one mother of a 14-year-old uses self-talk to stay calm. If the team falters, she
reminds herself that they’re not going to play in the NFL anyway and tries to
direct them toward bonding with teammates, learning to take coaching well
and stretching their game. Generally, children and teens are embarrassed when
parents yell or single them out with loud cheers, according to a 2011 study of
57 players ages 7 to 14, published in the Research Quarterly Exercise and Sports.
Jim Thompson, founder of the Positive Coaching Alliance in Mountain
View, CA, says, “If your definition of success is that your kid’s team wins and
your kid plays fantastically, you’re going to be disappointed a lot of the time.”

Hotels now charge like the airlines do

Hotels in the United States are projected to reap $2.47 billion this year
from fees and surcharges. Guests now pay extra for everything from getting
into their room early to leaving bags for the bell staff. They even charge for
using the in-room safe, getting a fax or cancelling a reservation. A study
by Bjorn Hanson, Clinical Professor at the New York University School of
Professional Studies, Tisch Center for Hospitality and Tourism, shows
hotels only recently were able to return to profit margins they had before
the recession. Just like the airlines, they want to show the lowest possible
price for a room, but they get an income bump for extra charges, Hanson
says. Price sensitive customers are willing to select a hotel based on even a
$2 difference in the room rate.

The latest electric
skateboards are
self-propelled
Even if you haven’t skateboarded
before, riding an electric model will be
easy and straightforward. To turn right,
just lean your weight to the right.
Unlike traditional skateboards, these
have brakes. To
change speed,
adjust a wheel,
slider or lever on
the hand-held
remote.
Because they
are new, they
aren’t technically
legal everywhere
yet. You can
legally ride them
in Alabama,
Pennsylvania
and Virginia.
California is in
the process of
legalizing them
but has to reverse
a 1977 ban
intended to keep
noisy, smelly gaspowered boards
off the streets.
The new electric skateboards are silent
and produce no emissions.
You could hop onto one to go to and
from work, even if you’re wearing a
skirt. At the low end, they cost about
$1,000 and have an eight mile range
and, of course, Bluetooth connectivity
to a cellphone.
Unlike with a bicycle, you won’t have
trouble boarding a train or subway with
your skateboard. A companion app for
your cellphone tells how much battery
power you have left and how many miles
you have traveled.
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Facebook’s new messaging apps take off

“Gratitude is the
inward feeling of
kindness received.
Thankfulness is the
natural impulse to
express that feeling.
Thanksgiving is the
following of that
impulse.”
Henry Van Dyke,
American author,
novelist and
clergyman

F

acebook used to be the most popular way to
keep up with family and friends. Since then,
messaging apps have taken over.

An app user says when you message
someone, you expect that you’ll hear back
from them. That’s less likely if you post
the message on a social network. He says
posting on Facebook is like taping a piece
of paper on a friend’s front door and hoping
they see it.

“Analysts expect WhatsApp to reach
a billion users by early next year,
seven years after it began”
Six of the world’s 10 most used apps are
messaging services. On average, messaging
apps are used nine times a day, compared
with 1.9 for all apps. Inside Facebook, it
is estimated that users tap WhatsApp and
Facebook’s Messenger texting apps 25 to 30
times day, compared with 15 for the main
Facebook feed. Analysts expect WhatsApp to
reach a billion users by early next year, seven
years after it began.
Students of communication say the growth
of messaging apps is natural, because oneto-one chats more closely mirror how people
interact with each other every day.
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Facebook has embraced the trend. Beyond
acquiring WhatsApp in 2014, it developed
and promoted Messenger, which now boasts
700 million users.
Facebook founder and CEO Mark
Zuckerberg says that messaging is one of the
few things people actually do every day.

Analyst argues for
fewer pre-season games

USA Today sports analyst Jerrett Bell says
preseason exhibition games should include
this warning for players: Danger! Proceed
with caution! Do this at your own risk!
Preseason games are notorious for causing
injuries before the season actually gets
started. For this reason, coaches usually
don’t keep their first string in the game.
But even so, there are problems. The Green
Bay Packers lost wide receiver Jordy
Nelson, possibly for the entire season,
with a torn ligament in his left knee. The
Pittsburgh Steelers suffered the loss of
center Maurkice Pouncey, who broke his
ankle. And there were more. But Bell still
says the best option is to cut back to two
preseason games. If a player suffers an
injury, it should be in a game that counts.

OF INTEREST

Best feature in self-driving cars is
definitely the safety

A

utomotive executives are pitching
autonomous cars to make commutes
more productive and pleasing. They
should be promoting them for their best
feature: safety.
Mobileye Company says that by 2018,
its machine-vision chips and software will
be used on a car that takes over steering
if the driver falls asleep, has a heart attack
or becomes otherwise incapacitated. In
2013, there were 543 fatal crashes involving
drivers who were ill at the time of the crash.
Google’s self-driving car shows that humans are to blame for most accidents
involving their autonomous cars. Recently, yet another rear-end collision was
reported, the 16th accident of its ongoing monthly updates for the six-yearold program. Twelve of the accidents were rear-end collisions, and all of the
accidents were caused by human motorists, according to data provided by the
California Department of Motor Vehicles. The self-driving cars always have a
backup human driver along.
The last one occurred at an intersection without a stoplight. The car detected
a pedestrian stepping into the road. The car immediately began braking but
the on-board safety driver took over to brake more firmly. As the car stopped,
it was hit from behind by a motorist who was busy doing something else.
Typically, such accidents are deemed to be the fault of the person doing the
colliding as he or she should have allowed for more of a gap between the
vehicles. Google said the human driver followed protocol, but had the car been
left to brake on its own, it would have instantly made a new calculation and
stopped faster and closer to the crosswalk.

Honda air-bag recall focuses on more recent vehicles

Honda Motor Company’s recent recall of 4.5 million vehicles loaded with
Takata Corp. air bags shows how vehicles made in recent years may also
be at risk of having the devices explode. The most recent recall includes
certain vehicles made between 2000 and 2011 due to a possible problem
with the drive’s-side air-bag inflater. No vehicles made in North America
are affected by the latest recall, but Honda owners are advised to keep up
on Takata’s recalls because they continue to include cars made all over the
world. Previously, auto makers had been recalling vehicles made in the
early 2000s. Honda has recalled some vehicles as new as model-year 2014.
The company will be replacing inflaters in these vehicles as a precautionary
measure. The replacement inflaters will be supplied not by Takata but
by competitors Auroliv and Daicel Corp. The latest recall includes 1.63
million vehicles made in Japan. The models include the Fit, CR-V and the
Stream, Honda reported.

Kids have great fun
with these (coder)
computer games
We’re starting to see a new class
of educational toy that aims to teach
children computer-programming
fundamentals, but they’re having so
much fun playing the games that they
don’t realize it. The toys below hide
computer code and present kids (and
curious adults) with
commands they use
to move physical or
virtual blocks. They
learn how to think
like programmers.
These toys pair with a
smartphone or tablet
via Bluetooth to work
their magic. They
are compatible with
Android and iOS.
For ages five and up:
• P uzzlets: The video
game is similar
to “Super Mario
Bros.” or “Sonic
the Hedgehog.”
The character is a
dinosaur, hedgehog
or sloth and has
to run and jump
its way across obstacles to collect keys,
raindrops and other prized objects
and to perform other stunts. ($100 at
digitaldreamlabs.com)
•D
 ash and Dot: Adorable little robots,
Dash is loaded with microphones to
give commands, speakers so it can
talk and “eyes” that blink. It’s mobile
with a top speed of 2.25 mph. ($230 at
makewonder.com)
• S phero SPRK Edition: A motorized ball
with a top speed of 4.5 mph is one of
the most agile remote-control toys you
can buy. ($130 at gasphero.com)
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For hungry house guests, the
“champion of breakfast” is a perfect meal

“Thanksgiving Day
is a jewel, to set in
the hearts of honest
men; but be careful
that you do not take
the day, and leave
out the gratitude.”
E.P. Powell,
American journalist
and author in the
1800s

F

ood columnist Elizabeth Dunn calls it the
perfect trinity of yolk, smoked meat and
cheese. It brings the memory of an adventure,
or the promise of one to come. More practically,
it’s an ideal solution when you have a house
guests and don’t want to spend the morning
cooking for them. The ingredient list is small.
It takes 8 thick slices of bacon (halved), 4
bulkie rolls, like Kaiser rolls, muffins or bagels,
unsalted butter, 4 eggs and a cup of shredded
sharp cheddar cheese.

Video games more diverse

Over the last decade, the videogame
industry has moved away from mostly
all-male characters. Today, females make
up nearly half (44 percent) of those who
play video games across all platforms. And
they are seeing more women in the roles
of villains and heroines. In the upcoming
Bethesda Softworks epic Fallout 4, due out
November 10, you can choose to play the
entire game as a man or woman. New indevelopment action games, such as ReCore
and Horizon Zero Down, have female stars.
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Here’s what to do
1. Cook bacon in a 400 degree oven until
very crisp, about 15 minutes.
2. Heat a cast-iron skillet over medium-low
eat; slice rolls in half, butter them, place
cut-side down and press with a spatula.
Cook 2-3 minutes.
3. Fry eggs in butter until whites are opaque
but yolks are lose, 1 to 2 minutes. Sprinkle
with cheese and melt 1 to 2 minutes.
4. Divide eggs among 4 rolls, salt and pepper,
top with bacon and close the bun.
Chefs say hand-held breakfasts are more
popular since the migration from fine dining to
fast-casual dining, where the white tablecloth
comes off. Some Southern chefs include
pimento, but purist chefs won’t alter the basic
ingredients. They say a breakfast sandwich can’t
be improved upon, except to be wrapped in foil
until a late-comer is ready for it.
Various restaurant patrons want scrambled
eggs on the breakfast sandwich, but others say
they can too easily become rubbery. Sometimes
a host will ask for assistance from his or her
guests, making for something of a party.

OF INTEREST

Creative types relax the ‘rules’ when
displaying artwork

B

ecause art is often pricey, many
people take a reverent approach
to hanging it in their homes. For
example, they strictly follow a rule for
gallery-ready paintings to be hung 57
inches above the floor.

Whether you’re speaking to a client,
your boss or your spouse, it’s not what
you say that matters. It’s what they hear.
Consider these tips from Frank Lutz, an
image management consultant.

Artists take a different view and
place artworks they love wherever they
want. That might mean it won’t be
hung on the wall, just leaning on it. Or
they fearlessly place a sculpture against
patterned wallpaper. The Wall Street
Journal’s Jessica Dawson says these are
some strategies you might borrow from
creative insiders:
• You can hang art on patterned walls. One artist hung a large photograph
from Rodney Graham’s tree series against a wall covered in bold redchecked cloth. It softened the room.
• Art Galleries typically have white walls, but artists break this rule to create
a less fastidious space. Painter Francesco Clemente favors bold earthy
hues in his townhouse, like the mustard color in his dining room that
harmonizes with a large print over the fireplace.
• Put art in unexpected places. One designer placed art in the lower half of
a room so it would be at eye level for people who are seated. And some
artists place large framed works on the floor, just resting against a wall.
• Take cues from your decor. Buying a painting that goes with your sofa is
said to be low-brow. But some artists choose something that subtly picks
up a color from furniture or wallpaper.

Dr. Seuss is on the loose . . .
‘What Pet Should I Get’ helps kids decide

How to make them
actually hear what
you say

Parents and grandparents are discovering a never-published book by “Dr.
Seuss.” It’s believed to have been written between 1958 and 1962. Look for
beginning readers (age 4 and up) to flash a big smile for this cute entry
into the Seuss collection. Adult critics might find a few quibbles in its 48
pages, but it’s hard not to smile at this retro charmer. The story is simple.
A brother and sister go to the pet store with permission from Mom and
Dad to “pick just one” pet to bring home by noon. The brother wants a
dog, sister wants a cat or a rabbit, or a bird or a fish. According to USA
Today, Random House added wonderful color to Seuss’ black-and-white
drawings. They also provide an eight-page afterword explaining the story
behind “Pets” publication. Parents should be prepared for little voices
begging for a furry friend.

• P oint out the positives. Tell your listener
how he or she will benefit from your
point of view. If
you want your
spouse to eat right
and exercise, don’t
say, “Take care of
yourself or you’ll
get sick.” Point out
the benefits of a
healthier lifestyle.
Say, “If you take
care of yourself,
you’ll have the
energy to enjoy all
the fun things we
can do together.”
• F ocus on the future.
It’s better to focus
on the future than
on the past. If
you’re asking for a
raise at work, for
example, remind
your boss that the
company is making a major pitch to
a client next month and that you can
write the pitch better than anyone
else. Most bosses consider a raise as
an investment.
• A sk questions. If you’re having a
disagreement with your spouse,
ask “What did I do wrong?” When
offering an explanation, end with
the question, “Does that make sense
to you?” Asking questions gives the
other person the chance to be heard,
which opens him up to what you say.
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Now that you’re retired, should you get a pet?

“The pilgrims made
seven times more
graves than huts ...
nevertheless, they
set aside a day of
thanksgiving.”
H. W. Westermayer,
often-quoted
American author

T

hey can bring joy to your life. As we get
older, pets help us stay active and provide
companionship. Studies even show that
petting a dog increases levels of oxytocin,
called the love hormone. The American
Heart Association has issued a Scientific
Statement that concludes that owning a pet,
particularly a dog or cat, is also associated
with decreased cardiovascular risk factors.
Animal companionship has been associated
with decreases in fatigue, loneliness, stress
and social isolation, common conditions to
which older adults are vulnerable.

• C hihuahuas may live up to 18 years. They
weigh about six pounds, are lovable, very
smart and easy to train.

When you think of adopting, check out
the animal shelter first. Dogs who aren’t
pedigreed are often healthier than those
who have expensive pedigrees, but there are
plenty of pedigrees that end up at the shelter.
Remember that puppies are cute, but require
more work, and their energetic play could
wear you out. A two-or three-year-old dog
is better. Small dogs are popular choices for
retirees. These breeds are very small. Most
weigh less than 10 pounds. All are lovable
companions but will bark when someone
comes to the door.

Do you have a password
that’s on the ‘worst’ list?

•M
 altese are are fun to maintain, are up to
10 inches tall, hypo-allergenic, don’t shed,
and are very loving.
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• Y orkshire Terriers weigh four to six pounds
and are up to nine inches tall. It’s the most
famous of the small dog breeds.
• P omeranians, called the teacup dog, weigh
up to seven pounds, love to take walks
and make a great indoor dog.
• C avalier King Charles Spaniel is one of the
friendliest breeds, often used as a therapy
dog, and is very loving.

SplashData, a maker of passwordmanagement applications, says these are
the 20 worst passwords people choose.
They’re also among the most popular:
1. 123456	 8. baseball
15. 111111
2. password	 9. dragon
16. mustang
3. 12345
10. football
17. access
4, 12345678
11. 1234567
18. shadow
5. qwerty
12. monkey
19. master
6. 123456789 13. letmein
20. michael
7. 1234
14. abc123

SENIOR LIVING

For fulfillment, fun and better health,
try volunteering

P

eople are finding that helping others,
doing good deeds and giving some
services without pay, for a couple of
hours a week, makes them feel good.
More than a quarter of Americans ages
55 and older are doing it. It’s called
volunteering.
Research by sociologist Eva Kahana,
Ph.D., of Case Western University
(and colleagues) shows that developing
an altruistic orientation and helping
others resulted in satisfaction and a
more resilient, positive state. Their
study was published in the Journal of
Aging and Health (2014).
Sometimes a retired couple volunteers together. More often the volunteer is
a retired person who wants to be active and involved in the community, or it
could be a person who has lost a spouse. The structure, social support and joy
of volunteering can help stave off the depressed feelings that may accompany a
major role transition or a chronic illness.
“Volunteering can take your mind off your own physical or personal
problems,” says Dr. Kahana. “It keeps you mentally stimulated by
routinely engaging with others, planning and carrying out your volunteer
responsibilities.” It’s proven to have positive mental health benefits.
Volunteering two to three hours a week seems to confer the most benefits.
More than that, it could begin to feel like a nagging commitment.

Learn to play bridge, right now

Regardless of a beginning bridge player’s age, education or physical
condition, tools are available to help them learn the game. Robert
Hartman, CEO of the American Contract Bridge League, says, “There’s
no doubt anyone can learn. We have a number of programs designed to
make it simple.”

Courses available on the Internet:

• A new Learn to Play Bridge software program is a learn-as-you-play
tutorial, according to AARP.
• Free personal computer software programs include Learn to Play
Bridge I for beginners.
•L
 earn Bridge in a Day is a five-hour course geared for rookies.
Local bridge groups and retirement communities welcome new players.
If you want an in-person instructor, contact acbl.org/findateacher. Other
helpful sites include bridgedoctor.com, learn.acbl.org and abtahome.
com, which is the home of the American Bridge Teachers’ Association.

Giving thanks helps in
times of bounty and trial
The Pilgrims, it is said, spent more
days digging graves than building huts,
but they still had the heart to create a day
of Thanksgiving. You could say that is
the essence of Thanksgiving: Gratitude
for what we have, rather than what
we don’t have; thankfulness instead of
bitterness for what we have endured.
The world’s religions
have expressed this in
different ways.
In Buddhist
tradition, there is
actually a prayer for
difficulties. “May I be
given the appropriate
difficulties so that my
heart can truly open
with compassion.”
If you think about
gratitude as the flip
side of difficulties, it
sheds a whole new
light on thankfulness.
According to the
Book of Numbers
in the “Bible,” the
Israelites spent 40
years wandering the desert with a lot time
spent learning lessons. The Israelites were
starving, and God sent food from heaven
(manna). But after years of wandering,
the Israelites were grumbling about plain
old manna. They wanted meat. The Lord
sent quails. But as soon as they ate, the
angry Lord sent a plague to those with a
lustful appetite. One moral, perhaps: Be
thankful and do not grumble when God
sends you manna from heaven.
Consider the traditional Christian
prayer of grace at dinner: “For what we
are about to receive, may the Lord make
us truly thankful.” If you think about it,
true gratefulness can spring from bounty
or from trial.
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Find the 10 . . . and Win 25

F

ind the 10 things that are different between the two
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and
your submission will go into a drawing for a $25 Gift
Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag
along with the name of the certificate winner.
Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311
or gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone number and/or email
address. All entries must be submitted by November 15, 2015.
Name:__________________________________________________
Company:______________________________________________
Phone:__________________________________________________
Email:__________________________________________________

Your 10 Finds
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________
6._______________________________________
7._______________________________________
8._______________________________________
9._______________________________________
10._______________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill ❏ Ford’s Fish Shack
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Puzzle Meter easy

difficult

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

™

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.
Dave Dorst of Potomac Hills Presbyterian Church won the Find
the 10. He chose a Blue Ridge Grill gift card as his prize.
1. PAPO – POPO
2. Boy’s pant leg not rolled up
3. No white rope under bell
4. Box bottom left is taller
5. Extra rope piece above sail
6. Rope coiled next to wheel higher
7. Extra line on wall near bottom
8. White flag’s red markings backwards
9. Extra grey/blue stripe on bucket
10. Sword is longer
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